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#140 - posted by Darryl (209.139.23*.*) 2004-09-11 14:51:37 Hey All, I came here from www.sega-ns.info cause of posting questions there. I currently use EGEM 4 with SmartUPX, I'm not running Windows XP at the moment, nor do I know how to get ULaunchELF, that's why I came here. I love all of the PS2 games except the
SEGA collection from SEGA themselves. Aside from that I really don't have a problem with the system. I've had problems with the disc drive before but as soon as I get it fixed, it seems to be fine. I don't know if this applies to games from my PS2 but some of them, for some reason, will not open after I inserted them even

though I have the data code book with them. Even when I transfer the data from my PC and insert the discs, all the games open just fine except the ones I talked about. #138 - posted by SkidGG (43.186.65*.*) 2004-09-10 15:50:53 I've had problems playing games on my ps2 recently (like no disc being recognized, etc.) so I
checked my ps2's hdd, and it doesn't support UlaunchELF. I looked around the internet and found a guy that used a SEGA power iirc was powering it with a VXI adapter, though he mentioned that he can't use USB. Are there any other options? Should I just go with a 500Gth drive? #121 - posted by TOMMY SHORES (256.79.1*.*)

2004-06-22 19:42:47 I am trying to play my SEGA collection on my PS2. I have ULaunchELF installed on my PC.

[How To] Play SEGA On PS2 Using ULaunchELF.

#138 - posted by david (24.150.24*.*) 2005-01-25 22:28:16 I was going through the comments and decided to start with this one: " Smosh Invon has a few sega games on the horizon but none are for ps2. I think smosh is trying to get his illegal flash swf game working and has done a good job at it. #137 - posted by zen in
playstation 2005-01-24 19:54:42 and i have this emu here... http://smosh.smoshinvon.com/smosh/smoshinvon.htm thank you #135 - posted by jrv23 (24.110.18*.*) 2005-01-24 15:30:28 I want to get some info on a ps2 gaming console because i want to but around my xbox360 and possibly have two consoles for playing

games. I have read about how to load memory cards and CD-ROMs onto a ps2, I have also seen advice of how to use a disc and load the games off the disc. Can i do it so it will read the cd-rom and not the games? I want to do it so that a cd will be able to hold lots of games and not have to go through disc after disc. and i also
wanna know if i can put the games on the cd and then read them off the cd and go through them or will it read them off the disc? This is really a basic question for me, but the more information you can give me the better thanks! #135 - posted by jrv23 (24.110.18*.*) 2005-01-24 15:30:28 I want to get some info on a ps2

gaming console because i want to but around my xbox360 and possibly have two consoles for playing games. I have read about how to load memory cards and CD-ROMs onto a ps2, I have also seen advice of how to use a disc and load the games off the disc. Can i do it so it will read the cd-rom and not the games? I want to do
it so that a cd will be able to hold lots of games and not have to go through disc after disc. 5ec8ef588b
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